Videos, Audios, PSAs

Stay Healthy America! Elmo & HHS Secretary Sebelius Flu PSA
Jackie Joyner-Kersee: Flu Prevention Tips
Elmo y Rosita: La Manera Correcta de Estornudar
Elmo & Rosita: The Right Way to Sneeze!
Elmo: Tienes una Plan de Influenza
Elmo: Have a Flu Plan
Elmo Flu PSA 4
Elmo Flu PSA 3
Elmo Flu PSA 2
Elmo Flu PSA 1
Sid The Science Kid | Getting a Shot: You can do it!
Sid the Science Kid Gets a Flu Shot (song)
When is the right time to get a flu shot?
What if I don't like shots but still want to get vaccinated from the flu?
Is the Flu Vaccine safe?

Why Flu Vaccination Matters

60 seconds
6 min 46 seconds

Audio

Warning Signs: Seasonal Flu
In this podcast, Dr. Joe Bresee describes the main symptoms of seasonal flu and when it is serious enough to seek medical help. Created: 9/29/2010 by National Center for Immunization and Respiratory Diseases (NCIRD). Date Released: 9/29/2010. Series Name: CDC Featured Podcasts.

Don't Get, Don't Spread: Seasonal Flu
In this podcast, Dr. Joe Bresee describes how to keep from getting the seasonal flu and spreading it to others. Created: 9/29/2010 by National Center for Immunization and Respiratory Diseases (NCIRD). Date Released: 9/29/2010. Series Name: CDC Featured Podcasts.

Video PSAs

I never get the flu
English 30 seconds
English 60 seconds

Who needs a flu vaccine
English 30 seconds
en Español 30 seconds

Health Care Professionals: Video

Why should health professionals get the flu shot?

CDC Medscape Commentary: "Diabetes and Influenza: A Dangerous Mix"
Website Buttons, Badges and Widgets
Go to Flu Season Buttons and Badges, to use any of these on your website.

Know What to Do About the Flu

Flu IQ Widget
FluFinder Widget

E-Cards
Health Care Professionals

These are electronic greeting cards carrying a health-promoting message. Put them on your web page, then your viewers can add a personal message and send to one or many people with one click. These and more available at http://www2c.cdc.gov/ecards/index.asp?category=202

Healthcare providers make a difference. The Flu ends with U

Get a flu vaccine. Your patients are counting on you.

I can't cover my shift. No flu fights fair.